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About This Content

Get a LEGENDARY boost to your power with a full set of rare items and an exclusive Golden Epic for Detective Kaine, the
Princess, and Khouri the Witch Doctor! We'll also toss in 15 Jeweled Chests to power you up even more!

This pack includes:

 The Superior Disguise of Investigation (Golden Epic)

 The Flaming Cape of Burning Backs (Golden Epic)

 The Jumbo Eyeball Skull Staff of Seeing (Golden Epic)

 Two additional rare items each for Detective Kaine, the Princess, and Khouri the Witch Doctor

 15 Jeweled Chests
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Very good game.. Played 4 hours - i am a HARDCORE player, with 7 hours of gameplay you get the title of ELITE player in
AMD gaming evolved.

Still it's nice - i enjoy the meditation mode.
Recommend to buy it when it's on SALEs ONLY.. Very good for the price. Awesome art, good music and a touching storyline..
This game is amazing. I couldnt say enough about it. Whether your adapting it like chess. Or just messing around running 3D
scenerios. Bishop Hunts rook, Hunts Knight Hunts you. I dont care if the score board is real or makes any difference. When I
can sneak into arrayed pretend, I killed my lover, not jump over the bushes, come back. And kill bishop, rook and pawn and
score a 9....... Sign me up for the leaderboards!!!!!!. New stuffz.. Played through the whole game in about an hour. Didn't
understand the sticknote mechanics at first (hint you need to stick them on the pegboard). Lost one item under a pile of stuff but
otherwise the game worked well. Interesting story, not so satisfying ending but otherwise an interesting experience.. its a
steaming pile of horse♥♥♥♥♥♥ lacks any tutorial and it doesnt have any sense of direction on what you are meant to be doing.
The inte. This is a collection of 12 short stories that have a broad, but somewhat dubious link with Crusader Kings II itself. For
the most part these are simply short pieces of historical fiction set in the medieval period. This book could as easily have been
the 'Age of Empires II: Tales of Treachery' or 'Medieval Total War: Tales of Treachery' and it would make little difference to
the tales themselves.

There are a few stories where you will nod your head to arcane references to CKII game mechanics, which is nice, but nothing
that exciting. There's a lot of straight medieval historical fiction. There are a couple of Crusader Kings-like alternate histories,
but it's so far removed from the Crusader Kings experience that I struggled to enjoy them.

Where Crusader Kings II thrives is in its wild departures from established history. And I find after reading this that I much
prefer to be the one creating that history, or seeing it interpreted in the form of an After-Action-Report on the Paradox forums,
than in the short story format here.

If you have a general interest in historical fiction, there is something in this book for you. But if you want Crusader Kings II-like
fiction, this book does not improve on simply playing the game itself and finding your own stories to tell.. Kiwi hasn't played
this game, but he heard it's pretty terrible. So go ahead and play it.
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The gameplay is good, but some of the level design is pure trash. The games are always extremely easy except for a few levels
which seem impossible (if you're playing on hard that is). And the worst part is that it feels like artificial difficulty.

In RIP 2 for example, when you enter a turret you have to reload it before you can start firing. In level 13, there is a tank that
spawns instantly and it takes out half of your health in the turret before you can even start firing back. And if you manage to do
that, then 2 more tanks spawn on opposite sides of you and will most likely end up destroying your turret because you cant fire
fast enough to take out them both before they take you out (regardless of what perks you have). And when you lose your turret,
it's impossible to beat that level because of all the tanks that spawn after that.

RIP 1 had the same kind of seemingly impossible levels, but you just had to pick really specific perks in order to beat it (which
made you have to replay the game from the start many times so that you could change perks).. How to win at MArch of
Industry:
Step 1: Build a cool factory
Step 2: Mass produce Vladimir Putin's Gym shorts
Step 3: ???
Step 4: Profit. Achievement spam, nothing more.. Actually better than I expected.. It is a fun game that can make you spend
hours on it, just making the perfect dungeon. But, sometimes the enemy keeper will have the perfect dungeon and lets just say,
it becomes a nightmare.. Childhood memories of a very good game <3. This is pretty terrible, a poor mans hotline. I really didn't
find any fun in it.. Nostalgia blast. I prefer the old school art but this version runs smoother and is still tons of fun!
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